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Prefecture of Voiotia v. Federal Republic of
Germany: Sovereign Immunity and the

Exception for Jus Cogens Violations*
I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the end of World War II, the Federal Republic of Germany has paid
approximately $60 billion' in reparations to the victims of Nazi persecution.
Despite this staggering amount, there are victims of the Hitler war machine
who have yet to be compensated. With the. recent agreement to establish a
$5.1 billion fund to compensate survivors of slave and forced labor camps
during the Nazi era, 2 Germany has, in effect, acknowledged that there are
many non-Jewish victims in the formerly occupied countries of Europe that
suffered greatly and deserve to be compensated. Just as the Jewish victims
have been compensated for their loss of life and property during the Holocaust, so should the non-Jewish victims be compensated for the struggles and
horrors that they endured at the hands of Nazi soldiers who terrorized their
countries, cities, and villages.
Specifically, there are hundreds of thousands of victims and relatives of
victims in Greece awaiting compensation for loss of life, property, and monetary assets seized during the German occupation. 3 Political factors, however,
hinder this process and allow Germany to ignore its obligations. The largest
obstacles in Greece's path to receiving reparations are that Greece is a relatively new member of the European Union ("E.U.") and that it benefits greatly
* Winner of the Otto L. Walter Distinguished Writing Award, 2002.
1. Morning Edition: German Government Reaches an Agreement to Compensate Hundreds of Thousands of Nazi Slave Laborers (National Public Radio broadcast, Dec. 15, 1999).
Payments began in 1953 by West Germany alone, and then by Germany after the unification of
East and West Germany in 1990; see also Rym Brahimi, Germany Signs Agreement to Compensate Nazi Slave Laborers, July 17, 2000, at http://www.cnn.com/2000IWORLD/europe/07/171
holocaust.germany.03/index.html.
2. Edmund L. Andrews, Germans to Set Up $5.1 Billion Fund for Nazis' Slaves, N.Y.
TIMES, Dec. 15, 1999, at Al. Daimler/Chrysler and Deutsche Bank, for instance, will pay approximately $50 million each in return for immunity from future lawsuits. These companies
benefited greatly from the work of the slave laborers during World War II, much more, it is
argued, than $50 million. As a comparison, the Swiss Banks paid 1000% more to settle their
recent Holocaust claims. Time is of the essence, however, as most of the surviving victims are
elderly people. Interestingly, most of the victims of forced labor who will receive compensation
from this fund are non-Jewish and citizens of Eastern Europe. See id.; see also, Morning Edition: German Government Reaches an Agreement to Compensate Hundreds of Thousands of
Nazi Slave Laborers, supra note I (arguing that this is a very cheap settlement for Germany and
the companies involved).
3. Greece is not alone, however. There are many people in other countries such as Poland,
former Yugoslavia (or the current Federal Republic of Yugoslavia), Hungary, and Russia that
deserve the same type of compensation.
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4
from E.U. infrastructure funds provided, for the most part, by Germany.
Moreover, Greece is the poorest and weakest member of the European Union,
while Germany is one of the wealthiest and most powerful. 5 As a result,
Greece is naturally placed in an inferior bargaining position. Greece's present
and future economic, structural, and territorial stability depend on the continued stream of E.U. funds and on the maintenance of good relations with the
larger members of the E.U. Thus, the Greek government is unwilling to back
any compensation claims by Greek citizens for fear of damaging its relationship with Germany, 6 and, possibly, Greece's position in the E.U. as a whole.
Additionally, Greece does not have the U.S. Government, American-based
Jewish groups, or skillful class-action lawyers as its allies. This makes it virtually impossible to put effective political and economic pressures on German
7
governmental and industrial powers.
Still, the Greek courts are attempting to hold Germany accountable for
the atrocities committed by the Waffen-SS 8 during its occupation of Greece. 9
In November 2000, the Supreme Court of Greece affirmed the decision of the
Court of First Instance in Prefecture of Voiotia v. Federal Republic of Germany ("Prefecture of Voiotia I"),1O which decreed Germany to pay approxi-

4. Helena Smith, Greek Courts Get Tough Over Nazi Massacre: German Property In
Athens Could Be Seized, THE OBSERVER, July 9, 2000, at 25; see also Helena Smith, Threat To
Sell German Assets in Greek War Case, THE GUARDIAN, July 13, 2000, available at 2000 WL
23931601.
5. See Smith, Threat To Sell German Assets in Greek War Case, supra note 4.
6. See id. German diplomats point out that Germany has contributed about DM30 billion
worth of E.U. infrastructure funds to Greece. Additionally, the Greek Prime Minister, Costas
Simitis, was a university professor in Hamburg, Germany, for many years. This may contribute
to his desire to downplay the issue of compensation. Smith, Greek Courts Get Tough Over Nazi
Massacre, supra note 4.
7. Morning Edition: German Government Reaches an Agreement to Compensate Hundreds of Thousands of Nazi Slave Laborers, supra note 1. American-based Jewish groups
threatened boycotts of German industry until the matter was solved. The U.S. government was
also involved, as the Deputy Treasury Secretary Stuart Eizenstat acted as mediator to the discussions. U.S. class action lawyers also added heavy pressure to the settlement negotiations. See
id.
8. The term "Waffen-SS" was used by the German armed forces during the WWII era for
"the armed units of the political organization of the SS, the German Schutzstaffel. The WaffenSS is often mistaken for the -SS itself, and altought [sic] a part of the larger structure of the
political SS, the Waffen-SS was a frontline fighting organization that would grow to well over
500,000 members by the end of WWII. Not immune to committing crimes of war, most units of
the Waffen-SS fought with a fierce bitterness against the Allies, but they were not directly
responsible for the holocaust as is often misinterpreted." Jason Pipes, Glossary of German
Military Terms and Abbreviations, at http://www.feldgrau.com/glossary.html.
9. "In the spring of 1941, the Germans defeated the Greek army and occupied Greece until
October of 1944." The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, The Holocaust in Greece,
Introduction, available at http://www.ushmm.org/greece/eng/intro.html (last visited Mar. 25,
2001).
10. Prefecture of Voiotia v. Federal Republic of Germany, Case No. 137/1997 (Court of
First Instance of Leivadia, Greece, 1997); Prefecture of Voiotia v. Federal Republic of Germany, Case No. 11/2000 (Supreme Court of Greece, 2000)(motion to dismiss denied).
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mately $30 million" in reparations to the relatives of the victims of a 1944
Nazi massacre in the Greek village of Distomo. The Greek Supreme Court
reasoned that it had jurisdiction over Germany based on an exception to the
sovereign immunity doctrine.' 2 The sovereign immunity doctrine, which
holds that states are generally immune from suit in another nation, allows for
an exception based on violations of a mandatory norm of general international
law, called jus cogens.' 3 Under this exception, the Greek Supreme Court held
that it had jurisdiction over Germany, because during its occupation of Greece,
4
Germany violated the international norms relating to belligerent occupation. '
According to the dissenting opinion of the Greek Supreme Court, the jurisdictional issue hinged on whether the massacre was considered an armed
conflict or an act of revenge.' 5 The dissent argued that not only is there no
such international norm (jus cogens) regarding belligerent occupation as described by the majority, but, even assuming that there was, it would be superseded by the sovereign immunity extending to state acts committed in the
commission of an armed conflict.' 6 The dissent argued that the facts surrounding the massacre relating to time and location prove that it happened
during an armed conflict.' 7 Thus, since Germany could claim sovereign immunity and the jus cogens exception did not apply, the dissent argued that
Greek courts did not have jurisdiction to hear the case. 1 8
The majority did not specifically rebut this dissenting argument regarding
armed conflicts. Rather, the majority proceeded to affirm the lower court's
11. This figure fluctuates from report to report. It is between $30 and $35 million, probably
based on currency exchange rates at the time of publication of the article. Specifically, the
figure is 9,448,105,000 Greek Drachmas.
12. Generally, under the sovereign immunity doctrine, States are exempt from suit in another nation.
13. Jus Cogens: n. [Latin "compelling law"] "A mandatory norm of general international
law from which no two or more nations may exempt themselves or release one another ...
'Viewed from the perspective of international law as understood in the first part of the 20th
century, jus cogens seemed hardly conceivable, since at the time the will of the States was taken
as paramount: States could, between themselves, abrogate any of the rules of customary international law .... [Yet] [a]fter World War 11 the international community became conscious of
the necessity for any legal order to be based on some consensus concerning fundamental values
which were at the disposal of the subjects of this legal order. . . . [Tlhere is a close connection
between jus cogens and the recognition of a 'public order of the international community.'"
BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 833 (6th ed. 1990); see also lus Cogens: "A peremptory norm of
general international law. For the purposes of the present convention, a peremptory norm of
general international law is a norm accepted and recognized by the international community of
states as a whole as a norm from which no derogation is permitted and which can be modified
only by a subsequent norm of general international law having the same character. (cf. Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1958, Article 53)." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 833 (6th ed.
1990); see also discussion infra Part II.
14. See Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000.
15. See Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 137/1997 at 15, 16.
16. See id.
17. Id.
18. Id.
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ruling against Germany,' 9 holding that even though acts of state are immune
under the sovereign immunity doctrine, violation of international customs
waive that immunity. By not addressing the dissenting opinion, the Supreme
Court was holding that the jus cogens exception applies to every act of state,
including armed conflicts.
To date, Germany refuses to acknowledge the judgment, maintaining that
it already paid a blanket compensation to the Greek people under a 1960
Greek-German agreement for postwar reparations to Greece. 20 Furthermore,
Germany rejects the jus cogens exception, maintaining that sovereign immunity applies across the board, and, thus, the Greek courts do not have jurisdic2
tion to hear this case. '
Part I of this comment defines the terminology and outlines the basic
framework of the law used in Prefecture of Voiotia v. Federal Republic of
Germany, both in the Court of First Instance opinion ("Prefecture of Voiotia
I") and in the Supreme Court opinion ("Prefecture of Voiotia II"). To understand the Supreme Court's analysis in holding Germany liable, the principles
of sovereign immunity and jus cogens must be understood. Part II of this
comment provides the facts and procedural history of Prefecture of Voiotia
J.22 The Court of First Instance discussed in depth the issues of jurisdiction,
particularly the issue of sovereign immunity and the reasoning behind the jus
cogens exception. The Court of First Instance also addressed the 1960 compensation agreement, arguing that it did not preclude this lawsuit. 2 3 Germany
appealed directly to the Supreme Court of Greece, which upheld the lower
court's ruling.2 4 The issues presented in Prefecture of Voiotia I carried over to
Prefectureof Voiotia II and the Supreme Court elaborated further on the issue
of international customs and how they become jus cogens,25 or legally binding
international norms.
19. Id.
20. See Smith, Greek Courts Get Tough Over Nazi Massacre, supra note 4, at 25. In March
1960, West Germany handed the Greek state DM115 million, but campaigners for the Distomo
relatives say that under the treaty the final settlement of war reparations was put off until Germany reunited. The mayor of Distomo, Mr. Papachristos, says that all of those funds went to
Greece's Jewish Community which was "only right because it suffered so terribly." Mr.
Papachristos remembers well that he was told that he and the other Distomo residents could file
individual claims at a later date. Germany argues that the settlement was final and that it immunized Germany from all future claims. How the money was distributed, Germany argues, was
for the Greek government to decide. Id.
21. See generally Political Scene, ECONOMIST INTELLIGENCE UNIT, Oct. 13, 1995, Country
Report; Marilyn Henry, More Greek Claims Against Germany, THE JERUSALEM POST, July 11,
2000, at 6; 2nd Roundup: Rau, StbphanopoulosParry on Issue of War Reparations,DEUTSCHE
PRESSE-AGENTUR, Apr. 3, 2000, International News Section [hereinafter 2nd Roundup]; see also
Ap, Rau Expresses Shame at Nazi Massacre Site in Greece, THE JERUSALEM POST, Apr. 5,
2000, at 7; Berlin Does Not Recognize Damages Claim, Rau says, DEUTSCHE PRESSE-AGENTUR,
Apr. 5, 2000, Int'l News Section.
22. See id.
23. Id.
24. Id.
25. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000.
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Part III is an analysis of the Supreme Court opinion in Prefectureof Voiotia H with an in-depth examination of the majority and dissenting arguments.
The majority and dissent primarily disagreed on the issue of sovereign immunity and the existence of an international custom that waives this immunity.
They also disagreed on whether there is such a thing as an international custom governing belligerent occupation, and whether Germany violated that international custom, if one exists. This section first discusses both the majority
and dissenting arguments regarding acts of state, sovereign immunity, and the
jus cogens exception. In addition, both the majority and dissent cite precedent-setting cases from the United States ("U.S.") and United Kingdom
("U.K."). These cases detail the U.S. and U.K. positions on sovereign immunity as they relate to acts of state versus public acts that are commercial in
nature. The U.S. cases chosen by the majority support its position that acts
that violate international customs effectively waive sovereign immunity, even
if they are acts of state. Alternatively, the U.K. case chosen by the dissent
upholds the argument that all acts of state are immune from suit in the forum
state. Finally, this section details the dissenting argument regarding armed
conflicts and their relation to sovereign immunity. Because the dissenting
opinion closely mirrors Germany's challenges in this case, a detailed examination is essential.
Part IV discusses the current state of the law, specifically the problems
the Greek courts and plaintiffs in the case face in enforcing this judgment.
Much has occurred since the Supreme Court's opinion in November of 2000,
and legal maneuverings abound. The Greek government will not allow enforcement of the judgment, for fear of alienating and angering Germany. The
relatives of the victims began foreclosure proceedings against German-owned
property in Greece in an attempt to partially satisfy the judgment. So far,
these efforts have been unsuccessful due to intervention by the Greek government. In a recent, unprecedented move, the Supreme Disciplinary Council of
Greece has undertaken to review the Supreme Court's ruling.2 6 The main dissenter in the Supreme Court decision of Prefecture of Voiotia H who is, ironically, the Chief Justice of the Court, leads this special hearing.
Germany has made a few steps towards a "symbolic" acknowledgment of
the Distomo massacre, but continues to maintain that Greek law conflicts with
international law, saying that the doctrine of sovereign immunity protects them
from the jurisdiction of the Greek courts. Because the Distomo massacre is
not an isolated incident,2 7 Germany's basic fear is that this case could set a
precedent and trigger a flood of litigation of individual or even "government26. See loannis Stamoulis, Op Ed Page: Indemnification and Subservience, To BHMA,
Feb. 12, 2001.

27. Similar mass executions were carried out in other villages in Greece and also in France,
Italy, and elsewhere, often as a reprisal when local people killed German soldiers. See also
Smith, Threat to Sell German Assets in Greek War Case, supra note 4.
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backed claims for compensation from other southern or eastern European
28
countries."
Part V concludes and discusses the international political, economic, and
policy considerations surrounding the issue of reparations for victims of the
Holocaust. This section suggests that enforcement of this judgment will not
come without pressures by the international community. This section also discusses a similar situation between the United States and South Korea, and
compares the outcome to Prefecture of Voiotia 11. Finally, this section discusses the ambiguities of the law surrounding Prefecture of Voiotia I and H.
II.
A.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Sovereign Immunity

29
The principle of sovereign immunity is jurisdictional in nature. Originally, it was an "absolute exemption from suit in another nation," regardless of
the nature of the act, in order to increase commercial activity between nations. 30 The doctrine has since evolved into a type of "qualified" immunity.
Courts distinguish between acts of government or state (jure imperii), in
which sovereign immunity is granted, and acts of a commercial nature (jure
gestionis), in which sovereign immunity is denied. 3' Sovereign immunity,
however, is subject to a set of exceptions. 32 "Those exceptions include actions
'33
in which the foreign state has explicitly or impliedly waived its immunity.
When one of the exceptions applies, the foreign state shall be subject to suit in
"the same manner and to the same extent as a private individual under like
'34
circumstances.

B. Jus Cogens
Jus cogens (compelling laws) are customs, or legal norms that are fundamental to the international community. 3 5 Furthermore, jus cogens are unrestricted, binding obligations that are agreed upon by the international
community as rules of justice to be upheld regardless of whether those rules
28. Ralph Atkins & Gerrit Wiesman, Greek Reparations Move Angers Berlin,

FINANCIAL

TIMES (LONDON), July 12, 2000, at 10.

29. Liu v. Republic of China, 642 F.Supp. 297, 304 (N.D. Cal. 1986) (discussion and application of the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act).
30. See Jodi Horowitz, Comment, Regina v. Bartle and the Comm 'r of Police for the Metropolis and Others Ex Parte Pinochet: Universal Jurisdictionand Sovereign Immunity for Jus
Cogens Violations, 23 FORDHAM INT'L L.J. 489, at 503-504 (1999).
31. See id. at 504; see also Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act 28 U.S.C. § 1605(a)(1976)
(exceptions to jurisdictional immunity of a foreign state).
32. See RALPH H. FOLSOM ET AL., INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS 1115-18 (4th
ed. 1999).
33. See id. at 1117.
34. Id.
35. See Horowitz, supra note 30, at 507.
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are stated in international conventions or treaties. 36 Most often, jus cogens
have not been codified in any treaties or conventions. 37 Thus, it is difficult to
determine when a legal norm or custom actually becomes jus cogens.38 A
violation of jus cogens is one of the exceptions to sovereign immunity, and
thus, violating a norm of jus cogens is recognized as an implied waiver of
sovereign immunity.
III.

BACKGROUND

A.

Facts

On the morning of June 10, 1944, in the village of Distomo, in the Prefecture 39 of Voiotia, Greece, Nazi soldiers posed as merchants and passed
40
through Distomo, looking for Greek resistance fighters said to be in the area.
Because Distomo was not a part of the resistance movement, no guerrillas
42
were found in the village.4 1 The soldiers moved on to the town of Delphi.
After leaving Delphi, on their way to the town of Steiri, the Greek resistance
fighters attacked the Germans and killed eighteen German soldiers. 4 3 The surviving Nazi soldiers then turned around, marched back past Delphi to Distomo, and began a reign of terror that ended in the brutal massacre of 218 men,
women, and children. 44
45
The soldiers stormed the village and ordered all residents indoors.
They went on a two-hour, door-to-door rampage, bayoneting babies in their
46
cribs, tearing fetuses from pregnant women, and beheading the village priest.
The only survivors were those who were able to escape to the mountains, but
they have never fully recovered from the horror of that day.4 7 In memory of
the dead, the entire village was dressed in black for years4 8 and the relatives of
the Distomo victims mourn their dead to this day. This mass killing has been
36. Id. at 508.
37. Id.

38. Id.
39. A "Prefecture" is "the office or term of office of a prefect; the district governed by a
prefect." A "Prefect" is a "chief officer or chief magistrate" (i.e., mayor or governor). WEBSTER'S NINTH NEW COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY

927 (1987).

40. Letter from the Office of the Mayor of the Prefecture of Voiotia to the General Secretary at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Greece (June 13, 1944) (a chilling anonymous eyewitness account of the massacre by a citizen of the village as transcribed by the Mayor's office) (on
file with the office of the Mayor of the Prefecture of Voiotia and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Greece).
41. See id.
42. Id.
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. Dina Kyriakidou, Village of Death Still Fightingfor Justice, INDIAN EXPRESS, July 24,
2000.
46. See id.
47. id.
48. id.
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labeled as one of the most savage civilian, non-Jewish massacres of World
War H.

49

B.

ProceduralHistory

On November 27, 1995, just in time to satisfy the 50 year statute of limitations,50 the Prefecture of Voiotia and other individual plaintiffs 5 1 brought a
claim of indemnity before the Court of First Instance of Leivadia against the
Federal Republic of Germany. 52 The complaint alleged willful murder and
destruction of private property against the persons and property of the village
of Distomo, in the Prefecture of Voiotia, on June 10, 1944. 53 The plaintiffs
sought compensation for both the material and mental damage suffered as a
result of those atrocities. 54 Germany was not represented at this trial because
it rejected the complaint, claiming that Greece lacked jurisdiction over this
55
case.
On this issue of jurisdiction, the court in Prefecture of Voiotia I found
that sovereign immunity is not absolute, and it extends only to public acts of
state (jus imperii),5 6 as opposed to private, or commercial acts of state (jure
gestionis).57 Under the sovereign immunity doctrine, public acts of state are
immune from suit, while private or commercial acts of state do not enjoy immunity from suit by other states. 58 Whether an act is a public act of state, the
court noted, was for the national legislature to determine. 59 The court found,
however, that violation of an international norm, ajus cogen, 60 is an exception
to sovereign immunity. 6 1 The court held that when a state violates a norm of
49. Id.
50. Political Scene,

ECONOMICS INTELLIGENCE UNIT,

Country Report, Oct. 13, 1995.

51. Prefecture of Voiotia v. Federal Republic of Germany, Case No. 11/2000 (Supreme
Court of Greece, 2000). Plaintiffs are relatives of the victims of the massacre.
52. Prefecture of Voiotia v. Federal Republic of Germany, Case No. 137/1997 (Court of
First Instance of Levadia, Greece, 1997); see also Ilias Bantekas, State Responsibility in Private
Civil Action - Sovereign Immunity - Immunity for Jus Cogens Violations - Belligerent Occupation - Peace Treaties, 92 AM. J. INT'L L. 765 (1998); Horowitz, supra note 30, at 510.
53. See id.
54. Id.
55. Id.

56. Also spelled Jure Imperii; n. [Latin "by right of sovereignty"]. "The public acts that a
nation undertakes as a sovereign state, for which the sovereign is [usually] immune from suit or
liability." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 854 (7th ed. 1999).
57. Defined as: n. [Latin "by way of doing business"]. "A nations's acts that are essentially commercial or private [for which they are liable], in contrast to its public acts [for which
they are usually not liable]." Id.
58. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 137/1997; see also Bantekas, supra note 52; Horowitz,
supra note 30, at 503-504.
59. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 137/1997; see also Bantekas, supra note 52; Horowitz,
supra note 30, at 510-512.
60. See supra note 13 (jus cogens defined); see also discussion infra Part 11(b).

61. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 137/1997; see also Bantekas, supra note 52; Horowitz,
supra note 30, at 510-512.
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international law or custom, it constructively waives the privilege of sovereign
62
immunity, and can thus be subject to the jurisdiction of the forum state.
The Court of First Instance found that, according to the Hague Convention of 1907, specifically Article 43 of the Laws and Customs of War on
Land, 63 belligerent occupation of foreign territory is not a waiver of sovereign
immunity. 64 Article 43 states that the occupying power must "take all measures in its power to restore, and ensure, as far as possible, public order and
safety, while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the
country. ' ' 65 Accordingly, the court found that as a matter of international law,
Germany, as the occupied power, was not only required to respect the laws of
Greece, the occupied country, it must also respect the international rules relating to belligerent occupation. 66 In support of this conclusion, the court cited
Article 46 of the Hague Convention, which states that "[f]amily honour and
rights, the lives of persons, and private property, as well as religious convictions and practice, must be respected." 67 Thus, the court concluded, even
though belligerent occupation itself did not waive sovereign immunity under
Article 43, the occupying force was still held to an international standard of
conduct as defined in both Articles 43 and 46. These Articles, the court found,
were documentations of jus cogens,68 international standards of conduct, and
if a state violates ajus cogen it effectively waives its right to invoke sovereign
69
immunity.
The court also based its jurisdiction on Greek law, which, it argued, is
consistent with Article 5 of the 1968 Brussels Convention on Jurisdiction and
the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters. 70 Since the
62. Id.
63. Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, Oct. 18, 1907, art. 43,
1907 U.S.T. LEXIS 29, 1 Bevans 631 [hereinafter Hague Convention].
64. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 137/1997; see also Bantekas, supra note 52.
65. Hague Convention, supra note 63.
66. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 137/1997; see also Bantekas, supra note 52.
67. Hague Convention, supra note 63; see also Bantekas, supra note 52.
68. Id.; see also Bantekas, supra note 52.
69. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 137/1997. The Court based its conclusion on the following six reasons: 1. When a state is in breach of jus cogens rules, it cannot bonafide expect
that it will be granted immunity privileges. Therefore, it is assumed that it tacitly waives the
privilege. 2. The acts of a state that violate jus cogens norms do not have the character of
sovereign acts. In such cases it is considered that the accused state did not act within the ambit
of its capacity as a sovereign. 3. Acts contrary to jus cogens norms are null and void, and
cannot constitute a source of legal rights or privileges, such as the claim to immunity, according
to the general principle of law ex injuriajus non oritur. 4. The recognition of immunity by a
national court for an act that is contrary tojus cogens would be tantamount to collaboration by
that national court in an act that is strongly condemned by the international community. 5. The
invocation of immunity for illegal acts that were perpetrated in violation of a rule of jus cogens
would constitute an abuse of that right. 6. Since the principle of territorial sovereignty is superior to the principle of state immunity, a state that violates the former principle by illegally
occupying foreign territory cannot invoke the principle of sovereign immunity for acts committed during that illegal occupation. Bantekas, supra note 52, at 766-77.
70. Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial
Matters, Sept. 27, 1968, 1990, art 5., O.J. (C189); see also Bantekas, supra note 52.
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occupation did not legally transfer the sovereignty of Greece to Germany,
Greek laws were still in effect during the time of the occupation. 7' Furthermore, the court also cited Article 3 of the Hague Convention.7 2 Article 3
states that "a belligerent party which violates the provisions of the said Regulations shall, if the case demands, be liable to pay compensation. It shall be
responsible for all acts committed by persons forming part of its armed
forces."'73 The court noted that even though Greece had not ratified the Hague
Convention it was still part of customary international law, and therefore, part
74
of jus cogens, binding both Germany and Greece.
Another argument set forth by Germany was that under the London
Agreement Concerning German Foreign Debts, 75 of which Greece became a
member on April 21, 1956, it had paid a blanket compensation for wartime
atrocities. This agreement, Germany argued, precluded all future lawsuits
arising out of the German occupation of Greece during World War II. The
court held that Article 5(2) of that agreement allowed for the plaintiffs' claims
since it deferred all claims arising out of German activities of World War II
until a final settlement could be reached through a peace treaty on the complex
issue of reparation. 76 This issue of reparation, the court held, was settled with
the 1990 Moscow Treaty 77 and, thus, the postponement clause of the London
78
Agreement had been lifted.
Germany also argued that it had settled the issue of individual claims
arising out of World War II atrocities in Greece in a 1960 Greek-German
treaty, under which it paid 115 million Deutsche Marks (approximately $53
million today). 79 The court in Prefecture of Voiotia I held that the payment
was meant only to compensate the Greek Jewish victims. 80 The issue of reparations to individual non-Jewish Greeks was left unsettled until Germany reunited. 8' Germany believes that this payment was a final settlement of
71. See generally Bantekas, supra note 52.
72. Hague Convention, supra note 63.
73. Id.
74. See Bantekas, supra note 52, at 767.
75. See id.; see also Agreement on German External Debts, February 27, 1953, 4 U.S.T.
443, 1953 U.S.T. LEXIS 61.
76. See Bantekas, supra note 52, at 767. Article 5(2) states:
Consideration of claims arising out of the second World War by countries which
were at war with or were occupied by Germany during that war, and by nationals of
such countries, against the Reich and agencies of the Reich, including costs of
German occupation, credits acquired during occupation on clearing accounts and
claims against the Teichskreditkassen shall be deferred until the final settlement of
the problem of reparation.
See Agreement on German External Debts, supra note 75.
77. Treaty on the Final Statement with Respect to Germany, Sept. 12, 1990, 29 I.L.M. 1186.
78. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 137/1997; see also Bantekas, supra note 52.
79. Id.
80. Id.
81. Prefecture of Voiotia v. Federal Republic of Germany, Case No. 137/1997 at 15-16
(Court of First Instance of Levadia, Greece, 1997).
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wartime atrocities, and that it precludes all lawsuits by individual claimants on
the matter of compensation.

82

In sum, the Greek Court of First Instance found that even though Germany's actions were an act of state (jus imperii) in which sovereign immunity
applied, the exception for the violation of an international norm (jus cogens)
applied to this case, and sovereign immunity was effectively waived. Thus,
the court had jurisdiction over the case. 83 The court found Germany liable for
alleged willful murder and destruction of private property and awarded to the
individual plaintiffs damages in the amount of 9,448,105,000 drachmas approximately $30 million. 84 Germany appealed to the Supreme Court of
Greece.
IV.

ANALYSIS

OF THE SUPREME COURT OPINION

A.

Majority Opinion

The Supreme Court of Greece affirmed the Court of First Instance's ruling and set forth new arguments on the issue of jurisdiction in support of the
decision. 85 In order to ascertain the international norms that make up the jus
cogens exception to sovereign immunity, the Supreme Court utilized a multitude of foreign treaties and statutes that have comparable provisions.
First, citing to Article 11 of the European Convention on State Immunity,
which states that "[a] contracting State cannot claim immunity from the jurisdiction of a court of another contracting State in proceedings which relate to
redress for injury to the person or damage to tangible property, if the facts
which occasioned the injury or damage occurred in the territory of the State of
the forum, and if the author of the injury or damage was present in that territory at the time when those facts occurred. ' '86 This includes, the Court reasoned, pecuniary satisfaction resulting from wrongdoing against individuals or
property, whether deliberately or by negligence, for homicide, damage against
property, and arson. This condition applies whether or not the wrongdoing
was committed by the contracting state jure imperii (public acts of state) or
jure gestionis (private acts of state). 87 The Court noted that the indispensable
link between the foreign state and the forum must meet two criteria. 88 First,
the committing of the act or its omission must have taken place in the territory
of the forum state. 89 Second, the perpetrator must have been present in the
82. PoliticalScene, supra note 21; see also Henry, supra note 21; 2nd Roundup, supra note
21; Ap, Rau Expresses Shame at Nazi Massacre Site in Greece, supra note 21; Berlin Does Not
Recognize Damages Claim, Rau Says, supra note 21.
83. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 137/1997 at 15-16.
84. Id.

85. Prefecture of Voiotia v. Federal Republic of Germany, Case No. 11/2000 (Supreme
Court of Greece, 2000).
86. European Convention on State Immunity, May 16, 1972, Basle, 16.V.1972.
87. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000 at 12-13.
88. Id.
89. Id.
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same territory at the time the act was committed. 90 Both conditions were satisfied in this case. The Court also explained that many other countries have
adopted similar laws within their states, namely, laws that deny sovereign immunity to foreign states if they meet the conditions set out above regarding
territoriality. 9 1 Specifically, these similar provisions can be found in the U.S.
Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of 1976,92 and the Sovereign Immunities
93
Acts of the U.K., Canada, Australia, South Africa, and Singapore.
Continuing its search for evidence of international norms, the Court cited
the International Law Commission's ("ILC") Draft Convention on the Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property, 94 which was drafted in
1991. The members were composed of 34 member states of the United Nations ("U.N."), which included the United States, Canada, Brazil, Egypt, the
United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, Greece, the former Soviet Union,
China, India, and Japan. This Draft was to be submitted for voting in the
United Nations. 95 The member states began working on this Draft in 1978 and
the Supreme Court of Greece viewed this document as a reflection of the
views of the international community regarding the matter of immunity. 96 The
Court also reasoned that this Draft was inspired by the principles of the European Convention on State Immunity. 97 Furthermore, the Court stated that the
Draft was a broader, more complete formulation of the exception of sovereign
immunity because it stated that "the act or omission [must take] place as a
whole or partially at the territory of the forum State" and that the perpetrator
of the act or omission must be present at the time of the commission of the act
or omission." 98 In the introduction to the Draft Articles, the ILC defines as its
90. Id.
91. Id. at 13-14.
92. Id. at 15. Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1605 (1976). Section 1605
sets out the exceptions to the jurisdictional immunity of a foreign state, and states that a "foreign
state shall not be immune from the jurisdiction of courts of the United States or of the states in
any case in which 1605 (a)(5) - money damages are sought against a foreign state for personal
injury or death, or damage to or loss of property, occurring in the United States and caused by
the tortious act or omission of that foreign state."
93. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000 at 12.
94. See International Law Commission, Draft Articles on the Jurisdictional Immunities of
States and their Property 43d session, 1991; see also International Law Commission's Draft
Convention on the Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property, 43d session, 1991
(report A/46/10). Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1991, vol. II(2)(Section II Immunity to Adjudicate, Part C - Personal Injury and Damage to Property. Article 12 regulates
the problem only indirectly by giving priority to agreement in international law between the
relevant States. The starting point for the exception to immunity is the territorial connection
between the subject of the dispute and the forum State. Accordingly, only municipal torts are
covered, that is, torts where the place of action and occurrence lie in the forum State.
95. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000.
96. Id.
97. European Convention on State Immunity, supra note 86.
98. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000 at 15; see also International Law Commission,
Draft Articles on the Jurisdictional Immunities of States and their Property,Yearbook of the
International Law Commission, 1991, vol. 11(2), 1991 (Article 12 states: "Personal injuries and
damage to property. Unless otherwise agreed between the States concerned, a State cannot
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basis the principle of immunity and its relation to offenses stemming from acts
or omissions (even political assassinations) committed against individuals in
the territory of the forum state by organs or employees of the foreign state,
regardless of whether they were public or private acts of state. 99
The Court also looked at Article 2, paragraph 2, of the Draft of the International Law Institute. This provision is identical to the Draft of the ILC,'°°
which also provides for exception to immunity, and for jurisdiction of the
courts of the forum state. These provisions relate to the offenses of murder or
corporeal damage to individuals, or loss or damage to property resulting from
actions of a foreign state and its organs within the territory of jurisdiction of
the forum state. o°
The Supreme Court then cited United States common law that follows the
same reasoning and shows the existence of international norms and exceptions
to the sovereign immunity doctrine. The U.S. courts have ruled that they have
the jurisdiction to try lawsuits against individuals of foreign states to indemnify them from unjust acts committed as a public act of state (jure imperii) in
the U.S., specifically by perpetrators who were present in the same territory at
the same time when those acts were committed.102 For example, in L'etelier
v. Republic of Chile,'0 3 the plaintiffs were the family of deceased victims of a
car-bomb assassination, which was allegedly planted by individuals working
at the direction of the Republic of Chile and its intelligence organ, the Centro
Nacional de Intelligencia." °4 One of the issues before the U.S. District Court
was whether it had subject matter jurisdiction to hear a case against the Republic of Chile.10 5 The U.S. District Court held that the incident was a public act
of state (jure imperii) and was committed in violation of human rights in the
U.S. which went against principles of international law. 10 6 Thus, the U.S.
Court held that it had jurisdiction to hear the case.
invoke immunity from jurisdiction before a court of another State which is otherwise competent
in a proceeding which relates to pecuniary compensation for death or injury to the person, or
damage to or loss of tangible property, caused by an act or omission which is alleged to be
attributable to the State, if the act or omission occurred in whole or in part in the territory of that
other State and if the author of the act or omission was present in that territory at the time of the
act or omission.").
99. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000 at 16; International Law Commission's Draft
Convention on the Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property, 43d session, 1991,
(report A/46/10) (According to some codified laws, such as the Foreign Sovereign Immunities
Act in the United States, states are not liable for public acts (jure imperii) but are liable for
commercial or private acts (jure gestionis)).
100. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000 at 16.
101. Id.
102. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000 at 17-18.
103. L'etelier v. Republic of Chile, 488 F.Supp. 665 (D.C. 1980).
104. Id. at 665-666.
105. Id. at 668-669.
106. Id.
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The Greek Supreme Court also cited to Liu v. Republic of China,10 7 in
which two gunmen "acting on orders of Admiral Wong His-ling, Director of
the Defense Intelligence Bureau of the Republic of China, shot and killed the
[plaintiff's husband], Henry Liu." 0 8 The plaintiff brought the wrongful death
suit against China in a California court and alleged violations of the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act ("RICO") and § 1986 of the Civil
Rights Act. 109 The District Court dismissed the case on the basis that the Act
of State doctrine I 10 precluded inquiry into the case."'I On appeal, however,
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed this decision citing § 1605(a)(5)
of the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of 1976, holding that the Act of State
doctrine did "not automatically bar a suit against a foreign nation when it is
alleged that the nation ordered the assassination of an American citizen within
the U.S.' 12
Relying on the documented precedent set out above, the Greek Supreme
Court concluded that the general practices of the international community
have been confirmed.' 13 These general practices formulate an international
custom, which, in accordance with Article 28, paragraph 1, of the Greek Conbecomes an integral part of domestic Greek law and prevails over
stitution 1'4
any contrary provision of the law."15 On this foundation, the Court held that it
had international jurisdiction over claims of indemnification against Germany,
even if the acts were public acts of the state (actajure imperii). If the unjust
act was committed against individuals and their property in the forum state, by
organs of a foreign state who were present in the same territory of the forum at
107. Liu v. Republic of China, 892 F.2d 1419 (Cal. 1989). The District Court dismissed the
case on the basis that the Act of State doctrine precluded inquiry into the case. On appeal,
however, the Court of Appeals reversed this decision and held that "the act of state doctrine
[did] not automatically bar a suit against a foreign nation when it is alleged that the nation
ordered the assassination of an American citizen within the US." Id. at 1434. The 9th Circuit
Court cited §1605(a)(5) of the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of 1976; see also Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act, supra note 90.
108. See Liu, 892 F.2d at 1421.
109. Id.
110. The Act of State doctrine holds that "Every sovereign State is bound to respect the
independence of every other sovereign State, and the courts of one country will not sit in judgment on . . . the acts of the government of another, done within its own territory." Underhill v.
Hernandez, 168 U.S. 250, 252 (1897). Accordingly, an act of a foreign state is not generally
justiciable in the U.S. courts. FOLSOM, supra note 32, at 1120.
1I1. Liu, 892 F.2d at 1419.
112. FOLSOM, supra note 32, at 1434.
113. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000 at 18.

114. GREECE CONST. (5th Revisionary Parliament of the Hellenes Resolves), art. 28, para. I
states, "the generally recognised rules of international law, as well as international conventions
as of the time they are sanctioned by statute and become operative according to their respective
conditions, shall be an integral part of domestic Greek law and shall prevail over any contrary
provision of the law. The rules of international law and of international conventions shall be
applicable to aliens only under the condition of reciprocity."
115. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000 at 18; see also GREECE CONST. (5th Revisionary Parliament of the Hellenes Resolves) art. 28.
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the time of the execution of those unjust acts, then, the Court held, the jus
16
cogens exception applied and sovereign immunity was waived."
B.
1.

Dissenting Opinion

Acta Jure Imperii (Acts of State)

Despite the evidence set forth by the majority, the dissent argued that
there was no concrete evidence to prove the formulation of an international
custom. 1 7 Without evidence of an international custom, Germany could
claim sovereign immunity. The dissent argued that the European Convention
on State Immunity of 1972' 18 was not a whole codification of an already preformulated common law and that neither in 1972 nor today does the jus
cogens exception to sovereign immunity apply to acts of state. 1 19 The dissent
argued that only eight states have ratified the 1972 treaty and no such exception is provided for in any other conventional international text.' 2 0 Furthermore, the dissent argued that the European Convention is not a text of the
international legal order, but a text of internal, national law for the ratifying
countries to the exclusion of other non-ratifying countries.' 21 Thus, the European Convention on State Immunity of 1972 was not, as the majority concludes, an example of an international norm or custom.
In addition, the dissent found that the U.S. cases referred to by the majority also did not establish the existence of an international custom. The dissent
reasoned that those decisions put in force an internal law of the United States
and not a rule of international law. 122 Instead, the dissent cited Kuwait Airways Corp. v. IraquiAirways Co. 123 in which the issue before the U.K. Court,
24
inter alia, was whether the U.K. courts had jurisdiction to hear the case.'
The U.K. Court held that acts of state and the jurisdiction arising from them
are to be decided on a case-by-case basis. Most importantly, the U.K. Court
held that U.S. and international law is currently flexible and that issues of
25
foreign policy are to be considered when determining proper jurisdiction.
The U.K. Court granted a motion to dismiss the claim based on the single fact
that the crime was a public act of state (jure imperii), and therefore, the defendant had sovereign immunity. 126 Reasoning by analogy, the dissent in Prefecture of Voiotia II stated that even though all cases that arise out of public acts
116. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000.
117. Id. at 18-22.

118. European Convention on State Immunity, supra note 84.
119. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000 at 18.

120. Id. at 18.
121. Id. at 18-19.
122. Id. at 19.
123. Kuwait Airways Corp. v. Iraqui Airways Co. (Q.B. 1998); Prefecture of Voiotia, Case

No. 11/2000 at 18.
124. Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000 at 18.

125. Id.
126. Id.
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is that
of state should be considered on a case-by-case basis, the general12rule
7
public acts of state retain immunity from suit in the forum state.
The dissent also felt that the ILC Draft Articles were not dispositive. The
dissent argued that even though it was submitted to the General Assembly of
the United Nations in 1991, it remains a mere draft to this day. 128 In addition,
the dissent argued that the Draft of the Institute of International law, referred
to by the majority, had never been ratified and it too remains a draft to this
day. Therefore, the dissent argued, it cannot constitute an international custom
29

either. 1

The dissent also felt that there is a lack of common law regarding the
exception to immunity for public acts of state (actajure imperii).13 0 Furthermore, the drafts referred to by the majority had never been approved or confirmed by any international legal body and had never become legal binding
text.131 For these reasons, the dissent maintained that the jus cogens exception
32
to sovereign immunity is not a generally accepted rule of international law.1
2.

Armed Conflict

The dissenters of the Greek Supreme Court argued that the jus cogens
exception to sovereign immunity did not apply to situations that are the result
of armed conflicts. 133 The rule underlying immunity for armed conflicts is
based on the idea that armed conflicts between states necessarily hurt the unarmed population and such claims are usually settled through agreements between the states after the war. 134 In addition, this rule applies for practical
reasons, such as to avoid the flood of lawsuits that could potentially arise from
any armed conflict. 135 The exception to immunity applies not to crimes
against humanity or unavoidable consequences of war to the unarmed population, but to those situations in which individuals of a limited circle and specific
location are affected.' 36 These individuals and the location must have no relation to the armed conflicts and should not participate in any way, directly or
indirectly (e.g., such as support or hiding of those parts of the resistance
movement) in the armed conflict.' 37 In particular, military occupation is a
138
situation that arises out of an armed conflict in the traditional form of war.

According to Article 43 of the Hague Convention's Law and Customs of War
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.

Id.
Id. at 19.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

133. Id. at 20.
134. Id. at 21

135. Id. at 21-22.
136. Id.
137. Id.
138. Id.
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on Land,139 sovereign immunity is not waived if the occupying force commits
criminal acts in abuse of their dominant authority if it is in retaliation for acts
of sabotage by resistance groups. Additionally, under Article 43, immunity is
not waived if the act is committed against a particular and relatively limited
40
number of completely impartial and innocent civilians.
Additionally, according to a clarification of Article 12 in the United Nations Draft of Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Properties of 1991,
no claim deriving from situations involving armed conflicts is covered by the
exception to immunity.' 4' This clarification defines a very broad area within
which an "armed conflict" can arise and mentions that "armed conflicts" can
be of any nature and under any circumstances. 42 No distinction is made in
Article 12 between an aggressor and a victim of an attack. Article 12 also fails
to distinguish or define the nature of the conflict or its consequences or
whether it was limited to military formulations or extended against unarmed
civilians. 143 The only concern for immunity is whether the situation involved
is considered an armed conflict. 44
The dissent stated that this broad definition of "armed conflict" is justified because most States who have signed international treaties want to enjoy
immunity not only from indemnification claims deriving from regular military
operations, but also from the whole of claims deriving from armed conflicts in
general. 4 5 Furthermore, the dissent concluded that this broad definition is
inherent to the reality of an armed conflict since they are demonstrations of
146
power and, ultimately, a crude act of destroying the opposing force.
The dissent argued that armed conflicts come in many forms, among
which is the armed resistance on the part of the occupied country as well as the
effort of the occupying force to put down the resistance with the use of
arms. 147 These forms collide and are interdependent, the dissent argued. Any
attempt to break an "armed conflict" into partial phases so that some of them
can be considered to be out of the armed conflict is "artificial and does not
correspond to reality" and is a "legalistic a posterioriinvention." 1 48 Thus, the
dissent considers the entire situation an armed conflict, regardless of any arguments to the contrary.
The dissent found no precedent anywhere "in the world" for successful
indemnification claims arising out of events of war. 149 In addition, the dissent
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.

Hague Convention, supra note 63.
Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000 at 22-23.
Prefecture of Voiotia, Case No. 11/2000.
Id.
Id. at 23.
Id. at 23.
Id. at 23-24.
Id.
Id. at 24.
Id.
Id.
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could find no precedent that deviates from the rule of sovereign immunity
50
relating in the context of events of war.'
The dissent readjusted the facts of the case in order to illuminate its position: The Germans, believing that the success of the allied troops on the war
front would result in the increased resistance of the Greek liberation forces,
started a systematic terrorism campaign of "group clearing operations and executions of innocent civilians to terrify those who resisted and to decrease the
intensity of their struggle." 1 51 Although the dissent detailed the savagery of
the massacre at Distomo, stating that "mankind had never experienced such a
savagery throughout the centuries," 1 5 2 it held that the massacre was connected
time-wise and cause-wise to the ambush by the Greek resistance fighters in
which the eighteen German soldiers were killed.1 53 Thus, the dissent concluded, the massacre was part of the armed conflict because it was a "collective retaliation" and occurred in response to the immediately preceded action
54
of resistance. 1
In sum, the dissent maintained that there is no established international
custom that has been violated in this case' 5 5 and the exception to sovereign
immunity by violation of the international rules of jus cogens does not apply
to Prefecture of Voiotia v. Federal Republic of Germany. Therefore, the dissent concluded, Germany has immunity to the suit by the relatives of the Dis56
tomo victims, and the Greek courts do not have jurisdiction to hear the case. '
V.

CURRENT STATE OF THE LAW

Nearly one month before the Greek Supreme Court ruling, the German
President Johannes Rau visited Greece.' 57 The timing of his visit cannot be
mistaken as anything less than a political maneuver. Rau placed a wreath at
the site of an even larger massacre than the one at Distomo 15 8 and attended an
"apology concert" given by German schoolchildren at the site of the Distomo
slaughter. He expressed deep regret over the wartime atrocities. 59 Rau emphasized the good relations between the Greece and Germany and spoke of a
continuing relationship of trade and partnership within the European Union.' 60
On the issue of reparations, however, President Rau said that there was "no
legal avenue" for Greeks to claim further reparations past the 1960 pay150.
151.
152.
153.
154.

155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.

Id. at 25.
Id. at 25-26.
Id. at 26.
Id. at 26-27.
Id.
Id. at 27.
Id.
2nd Roundup, supra note 21.
Ap, Rau Expresses Shame at Nazi Massacre Site in Greece, supra note 21.
Id.
See 2nd Roundup, supra note 21.
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ment. 16 ' President Rau mentioned that where a symbolic gesture by Germany
towards Greece was possible, there was "no possibility at the judicial level"
for a reparations claim to be recognized by Germany. 62 Although President
Rau stated that he could not do anything more than transfer the message from
the Greek people to his government, the German government officially refused
1 63
to entertain the possibility of any compensation payments.
The relatives, however, have a judgment from the Supreme Court of
Greece that they are looking to enforce. The attorney for the plaintiff-relatives, Mr. loannis Stamoulis,164 waited one month, until June 10, 2000, for a
reaction from Berlin. 165 He then filed an application with the European Court
of Human Rights 66 requesting a resolution of this matter. The case was expected to be heard early in 2003.
In the interim, in an effort to obtain a partial payment, Mr. Stamoulis
began proceedings to confiscate property in Greece that belonged to the German State. 167 Greek court officials appraised several German government
properties in Athens, 168 and began proceedings to put the real estate up for
auction. 169 The Greek government quickly intervened by unearthing a dormant law which holds that the seizure of foreign property cannot be done
without the consent of the Justice Minister.' 70 The Justice Minister, in accor7
dance with the Greek government, opposed the seizure.' '
Even though the Greek Supreme Court held a hearing and found that the
confiscation of German property was a legal avenue for the relatives to pur161. Berlin Does Not Recognize Damages Claim, Rau says, supra note 21.

162. Id.
163. Greek Supreme Courts Says Germany Must Pay War Reparations, DEUTSCHE PRESSEAGENTUR, Apr. 12, 2000, Int'l News Section.

164. loannis Stamoulis was the Prefect of Voiotia, seat of the town of Distomo. Now a
septugenarian lawyer, he initiated the campaign in 1995. He narrowly escaped a firing squad
himself. He believes that the people of Greece have not yet been properly compensated for the
estimated 130,000 deaths by firing squad, additional 300,000 deaths by starvation, burnt villages
and looted national treasuries. See PoliticalScene, supra note 21.
165. Germany Liable to Pay Distomo Damages - Greek Supreme Court, DEUTSCHE PRESSEAGENTUR, May 5, 2000, Int'l News Section.

166. Aikaterini Kalogeropoulou & Others v. Greece, App. No. 59021/00, Eur. Ct. H.R.
(2000).
167. See Smith, Greek Courts Get Tough Over Nazi Massacre, supra note 4.
168. See Smith, Threat to Sell German Assets in Greek War Case, supra note 4. The real
estate appraised for auction was the Goethe Institute, the German Archaeological School and the
German High School.
169. Report of the Commission to the General Assembly on the Work of Its Forty-Third
Session, U.N. Doc. A/CN.4/SER.A/1991/Add. I (Part 2)(1991) reprintedin [1994] 2 Y.B. INT'L
LAW COMM'N.; see also Smith, Greek Courts Get Tough over Nazi Massacre, supra note 4.
170. Greece Suspends Seizure of German Assets in Nazi Massacre Dispute, AGENCE
FRANCE-PRESSE, July 20, 2000.

171. See Nazi Victims in Greece Unable to Confiscate German Property,DEUTSCHE PRESSEAGENTUR, July 3, 2000, Int'l News Section. In an attempt to straddle the fence, the Justice
Minister stated that although Germany still owed Greece World War II reparations, a seizure of

German property went against any notions of justice. Mr. Stamoulis, in response, brought obstruction of justice charges of against the Justice Minister.
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sue, 172 the Justice Department issued a provisional order suspending the
seizure of any property belonging to the German State.' 73 This provisional
order stands until the European Court of Human Rights can hear the case. The
issue to be decided is whether "international agreements and European case
law allow for the seizures to take precedence over the domestic legal provision
that the [J]ustice [M]inister's consent is required" for the confiscation of for174
eign property.
In response, the Greek government has stated, "it will not allow the auctioning of any German property, stating that its position is clear and ... [t]his
is a political issue and concerns relations between two European Union member states." 175 Naturally, Germany vehemently opposes any expropriation
procedures and a German spokesperson stated that any "seizures will inflict
irremediable damage, as it threatens to injure [the] country's international image and its relations with Greece at a time when it is necessary to preserve and
176
promote stable relations between member-states of the European Union."'
In an unprecedented move that surprised many in the Greek legal community, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court (a dissenter in Prefecture of
Voiotia II) called a hearing of the little-known and little-used Supreme Disciplinary Council 177 (or "Special Supreme Court") 178 to re-review the issue of
sovereign immunity brought up in Prefecture of Voiotia. 179 Mr. Stamoulis
contends that the sole motivation for this special hearing is the Chief Justice's
differing opinion with the majority of the Court1 80 and that given his strong
opinions on the issue, the Chief Justice should have recused himself from this
hearing. 18 1 The case was heard in September 2002, and the Special Supreme
Court reversed the Supreme Court opinion, holding that the State of Germany
did, in fact, enjoy state sovereign immunity.' 82 The Special Supreme Court
held that, though it could not rule on the facts of the case, it could hear the
issue of sovereign immunity.' 83 While the Court admitted that the 1907
Hague Convention on the Laws and Customs of War allows for compensation
to unarmed civilian victims, the Convention does not indicate which type of
172. Greece Suspends Seizure of German Assets in Nazi Massacre Dispute, supra note 167.
173. See id.

174. George Gilson, German Property Issue Turns Cliffhanger, WORLD

NEWS CONNECTION,

July 22, 2000.
175. Associated Press, Emerging-Europe Focus: Germany ParriesGreek Ruling, THE
STREET JOURNAL EUROPE, July 20, 2000.
176. Gilson, supra note 174.

WALL

177. See Stamoulis, supra note 26.
178. See Gilson, supra note 174. This Special Supreme Court, which rarely convenes, is

constitutionally authorized to resolve theoretical legal conflicts between domestic and international law and also conflicts between Greek courts.
179. Stamoulis, supra note 26.
180.
181.
182.
183.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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compensation is appropriate, nor does it indicate which courts are competent
to try these cases.' 84 Additionally, regarding international norms and customs
of belligerent occupation, the Special Supreme Court stated that though the
1972 Basel Convention allowed for an exception to sovereign immunity, that
Convention was not ratified by Greece because Greece was under military
occupation at that time.185 Lastly, the Court contended, the trend of the European Union leans towards upholding the principle of sovereign immunity be1 86
cause it ensures good inter-state relations.
The case was remanded back to the Supreme Court for retrial in accordance with the Special Supreme Court's findings. The plaintiffs have cried
foul, calling the ruling "illegal" and accusing the Special Supreme Court of
corruption, bribery, and fraud. 1 87 Mr. Stamoulis argued that the Special Supreme Court heard the wrong issue, namely whether international law provides
for state immunity. 88 The issue, Mr. Stamoulis maintained, is whether European Union law applies or whether international law applies. Additionally,
Mr. Stamoulis maintained that "acts that violate the law of war in no way
constitute the exercise of state authority under international law. A crime is
and remains a crime."' 89
Despite these obstacles, Mr. Stamoulis has vowed to take the case to the
International Court at The Hague or the Council of Europe if Germany refuses
to pay.190 Mr. Stamoulis plans to invoke the Treaty of Rome and the United
Nations Human Rights Treaty, which both state that member states are required to guarantee the execution of judicial decisions that concern disputes
between states. 19 1 As mentioned above, the case also sits in the docket of the
European Court of Human Rights and is likely to be heard in early 2003.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The Supreme Court of Greece's decision to hold Germany liable for the
massacre at Distomo has very serious political and economic implications for
Greece, Germany, and other European countries that were occupied by German forces in World War II. If Germany acknowledges this ruling as valid, it
could open the floodgates of litigation against the German state for the many
unrevealed atrocities committed throughout Europe by the Nazi troops.
Before this case began, Mr. Stamoulis sent notices to 51 other prefectures
184. See Gilson, supra note 174.
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urging them to follow his example.' 92 To date, approximately 60,000 plaintiffs from 66 villages around Greece have filed claims against the State of
Germany.1 93 There are many valid claims for funds that were "borrowed" by
the Germans from the Bank of Greece,' 94 and for funds that were taken as
"ransom" from many villages like Salonika in Northern Greece. 19 5 If acknowledged by the international community, this case could set a precedent
for every country in the world.
It is difficult to imagine any country offering compensation to its victims
on its own accord. Clearly, as is evidenced by the circumstances surrounding
the recent compensation agreement for the forced and slave laborers, political
and economic pressures must be applied before Germany will consider honoring its obligations. "We must be frank," said Stuart Eizenstat, chief negotiator
of the forced slave laborers agreement and U.S. deputy Treasury Secretary,
"[i]t was American lawyers and the lawsuits they brought in the U.S. Courts
who placed the long-forgotten wrongs by German companies during the Nazi
era on the international agenda."' 96 In addition to the threat of U.S. lawsuits,
Deutsche Bank, one of the largest benefactors of the slave laborers, a major
contributor to the settlement fund, was then in negotiations for a $10.1 billion
acquisition of Bankers Trust, the 8th largest U.S. Bank.' 97 The deal was jeopardized because of mounting evidence that Deutsche Bank had funded the
building of Auschwitz, one of Germany's most notorious death camps. 198 In
addition, the World Jewish Congress ("WJC") added pressure when it
threatened sanctions against Deutsche Bank. 199 However, Deutsche Bank's
willingness to participate in negotiations and agree to the settlement convinced
the WJC to withdraw its threat of sanctions. This ensured Deutsche Bank's
immunity from further U.S. lawsuits, and ultimately lead to a successful deal
2 °°
between Deutsche Bank and Bankers Trust.
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In the beginning, Deutsche Bank argued that the U.S. cases should be
dismissed because, inter alia, the matter of the property was essentially resolved at the close of WWII "in negotiations on reparation, restitution, and
compensation among Germany, the allied powers, Israel and non-governmental Jewish Organizations."120 ' These negotiations, however, were not fully informed as to the extent of the thefts and atrocities committed by the Nazi
regime. 202 Recently, during a special hearing regarding the Swiss banks' involvement in the Holocaust, it was suggested by some members of the U.S.
Congress that those original negotiations should be re-opened and re203
negotiated.
Germany has suggested that it may be open to a symbolic gesture of
apology for the massacre at Distomo. 2° 4 Symbolic gestures, however, tend to
add more insult to the injury - notably when offered to victims who are
unable to place the requisite political and economic pressures that compel
monetary settlements. Interestingly, the United States recently offered the
20 5
same type of symbolic gesture to the victims of No Gun Ri in South Korea,
a situation that is strikingly similar to the Distomo case.
At No Gun Ri in South Korea, U.S. soldiers, in a moment of panic, killed
248 civilian refugees that they were detaining under a bridge. 20 6 Similarly, the
South Koreans have asked for a compensation payment from the U.S. government and have threatened to take the case to the International Court of Justice
at the Hague.2 0 7 Identical to German President Johannes Rau's statements to
the Greek people, President Clinton offered his deep regret, just short of an
apology. Just as President Rau offered a memorial to Greece, President Clinton also offered to build a $1 million memorial at the site, but added the offer
to set up an educational scholarship fund for South Korean students to study in
the U.S. 20 8 These gestures have been denounced by the South Korean victims,
who reject anything short of a clear apology and compensation.20 9 The South
201. See Reuters, Jewish Groups OK Swiss Holocaust Fund Plan; German Banks Seek to
Dismiss $18 Billion Suit, supra note 197.
202. See U.S. Department of State, On-The-Record Special Briefing with Stuart Eizenstat
and William Slany on release of Report on U.S. and Allied Efforts to Recover and Restore Gold
and Other Assets Stolen or Hidden by Germany during World War II (Jan. 20, 2001), available
at http://www.state.gov/www/regions/eur/970507eizenstat.html (last visited Sept. 9, 2002).
203. See id.
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205. John Omicinski, Report: No Massacre Under Orders at No Gun Ri, GANNET NEWS
SERVICE, Jan. 12, 2001; see also Jonothan D. Greenberg, U.S. Still Has Distance to Go in
Making Amends for No Gun Ri, Asia: South Korea Survivors Denounce the President's Statement Defense Secretary Details Finding of Inquiry, STAR TRIBUNE, Feb. 4, 2001; Norman
Kempster, Clinton 'Regrets,' Doesn't Apologize for No Gun Ri, L.A. TIMES, Jan. 12, 2001, at
A4.
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Koreans state that, by denying an apology and compensation, the U.S. was
committing "treachery before history. ' 210° These gestures have also been criticized by many in the U.S. who worry that they may be seen as a form of
compensation payment. 2 1" These critics are concerned that the perception of
U.S. compensation payments may open the doors to a flood of new compensation claims stemming from the Vietnamese or from other acts of U.S.
21 2
aggression.
The South Korean government, like the Greek government, is opposed to
the compensation demands. But, unlike Greece, the South Korean government
took the extra step of signing a Statement of Mutual Understanding with the
U.S. The agreement states that an unconfirmed number of Korean refugees
were killed or injured at No Gun Ri, but that there was no evidence that it was
2 13
a mass killing or that soldiers fired in response to perceived hostile fire.
Thus, it effectively insulates the U.S. under the blanket of the sovereign immunity doctrine, since responding to hostile fire cannot likely be construed as a
violation of an international norm or custom.
This situation is but one example as to why Greece cannot expect the
United States to help put pressure on Germany. If the U.S. were to acknowledge the judgment of Prefecture of Voiotia II as valid, it would effectively
open itself up to its own compensation claims. It is quite likely that the U.S.
would agree with the dissenting opinion for self-serving reasons, namely, in
order to insulate itself under sovereign immunity protection.
Another reason for the success of the settlement for Nazi forced and slave
laborers is the political pressure applied by powerful Jewish organizations.
Greece deserves the support of these groups because it fought for the plight of
many of its Jewish citizens during WWII.214 When the Nazis invaded Greece
in 1941, the Greek resistance groups fought not only to save Greece, but to
save the Greek Jews living there. 21 5 Between 8,000 and 10,000 Greek Jews
survived the Holocaust mainly due to the Greek resistance fighters, the Greek
Orthodox Church, and the Greek Police. 21 6 Athens became the safe haven for
Greek Jews.2 17 Significantly, the head Rabbi had strong connections with the
resistance movement. 2 ' 8 Furthermore, the Archbishop of Athens ordered false
baptismal certificates to Greek Jews threatened with deportation, and worked
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212. See
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with the police chief of Athens to issue false identification cards, changing the
21 9
information regarding religious affiliation.
In defense of the status quo, the jus cogens exception to the doctrine of
sovereign immunity is quite ambiguous. Implication and custom are not quite
the "law" per se, and many of the international customs relied upon by the
court have not been ratified by any country or international legal organization.
In addition, some of the documents cited by the Supreme Court were drafts
and proposals, not confirmed agreements between countries. If this case were
accepted on an international level, most countries of the world would become
open to litigation.
On the other hand, common law in the U.S. supports the holding of the
Greek Supreme Court. Implication and documentation within drafts of international treaties are the only avenue for determining the existence of an international custom. They are customs because they are not documented. If they
were documented there would be no need to search for a custom via implication. Thus, the jus cogens exception is inherently ambiguous, but exists precisely for cases such as Prefecture of Voiotia v. FederalRepublic of Germany.
If this case is ignored by the international community then all countries
will leave open the possibility that heinous massacres such as the one at Distomo will occur again, the perpetrators will never be punished, and the victims
never compensated. The international community should force Germany to
pay compensation to all of its victims of the Nazi regime, both powerful and
weak, rich and poor. Germany should continue to pay until it can stand before
the court of history and know that justice has been served.
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